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Based on the results of the analysis of the Vision group and the study on the 
pedagogical modelsi the first high level use cases have been extended with nine 
usage profiles, including use case models, describing the most important cases of 
use of the PCM, for both the current and the next release. These usage profiles will 
be managed as change requests in the next cycle and incorporated to the 
functionality of the system in the following versions.  
 
The nine usage profiles (the first five were defined in D2.2ii are included to make the 
chapter coherent) are the following: 
 
1. Follow Course: defines how to follow a course in these scenarios: Corporate 
Training, Adult Education and seminar or tutorial group. 
2. Create Course: Defines de way to create a course. 
3. Personal Development Plan: Describes de way of create a plan, follow it, 
and reflect on the progress. 
4. Knowledge Management: This profile explains how to setup communities to 
share knowledge. 
5. Overview: Explains the way of exploring resources, persons and competence 
profiles. 
6. ePortfolio: Describes the methods to present the acquired competences as a 
part of the digital identity of the learners. 
7. Competence Assessment: Defines the way of a user can be assessed, via 
self-assessment but also with an external assessor to validate the acquired 
competences  
8. Social Help: Defines how to turn a learning network into an effective 
community to get social support. 
9. Matching Competences: Describes how a learner can search opportunities 
based on his competences, and how an organization can search users based 
also on their competences. 
 
The main objective of this specification is to hide functions for the user and to 
identify constraints that are related to the usage profile; keeping them as simple as 
possible. The consequence is that we will only present the functions that are 
absolutely needed to perform the basic tasks within the profile. All other functions 
should be hidden (e.g. in the menu). So, the user should be concentrated on the task 
as much as possible. Moreover, the work-flow should be very straightforward: not 
include too many steps. 
 
Every usage profiles include a predefined table of actions and objects common for all 
of them. This allows the matching of the Usage Profiles into one table of actions and 
objects. Moreover, in the section Interaction Design (section 5) of this document, 
these tables are analyzed and modified to optimize the interrelations among them. It 
also includes, within a usage profile, a use case diagram describing the behaviour of 
the usage profile and a set of scenarios explaining the different hypothetical 
situations to reach some goal.  
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 Usage Profile "Follow Course"  
In this usage profile, the PCM together with PDP and Sled are used in order to 
follow a course in three different scenarios: Corporate Training, Adult Education and 
seminar or tutorial group.  
Brief narrative scenarios  
1. - Corporate training  
Typical context: The Human Resources department of the MegaMarket Superstore 
has defined competence profiles for all job descriptions in the organisation. They 
have provided self study courses which constitute competence development activities 
related to the competence profiles. Employees plan their learning through a PDP 
process. When they have taken a course they mark it as completed, and this 
information is reflected in their competence profiles held by MegaMarket.  
Typical aim: follow a course to obtain a competence  
Typical user: store manager who is has identified a need for developing her 
competence in using the stock control mechanism.  
Workflow:  
1. Log on to the system  
2. Search for a course on stock control  
3. Select one of the alternatives available  
4. Enrol on the course, entering personal information  
5. User presented with a sequence of learning activities, each of which consists of a 
description of the activity, some activity instructions, and documents to be used. 
A forum and chat are available enabling her to contact those who are also 
enrolled on the course.  
6. Activities can be all visible at the start of the course or shown one at a time when 
the previous activity is completed. Branching structures are also possible  
7. User accesses the first activity. A forum and chat are available in which she can 
discuss the materials with others who are working on the same activity.  
8. user works through the course activities in her own time, marking them as 
completed when she has finished each one  
9. When user has completed them all she marks the course as completed.  
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2.- Adult Education  
Typical context: The Government of the Balearic Islands has adopted proficiency 
levels A, B and C in Catalan as requirements for access to jobs in the public sector.  
Typical aim: Follow online courses provided to help citizens achieve competences in 
Catalan.  
Typical user: Francisca Forestera moved to the Balearic Islands five years ago. She 
understands a little Catalan, but needs a level A certificate in order to apply for a job 
as a secretary in the Town Hall.  
Workflow:  
1. Accesses the web of the Government and navigates to the Level A course.  
2. Takes a number of simple tests to position herself among the various courses 
available at different proficiency levels.  
3. In the light of the feedback chooses a course, and registers for it.  
4. Works through the first learning activity, and when she has marked it as 
complete she is given access to the next.  
5. The final learning activity includes a multiple choice test. The results indicate that 
she needs to study pronouns.  
6. Navigates back to the pronouns activity and does it again.  
7. Takes the test again, this time successfully.  
8. Marks the courses as completed.  
9. The next time she logs on she finds that the welcome page includes a list of the 
Catalan courses she has completed at level A, and those remaining in the 
recommended route to the Level A exam.  
3. - Seminar or tutorial group  
Typical context: A higher education course with defined learning objectives, but 
few learning resources. The focus is on discussion.  
Typical aim: Conduct a tutorial group using the PCM  
Typical users: the members of a tutorial group studying literature  
Workflow:  
1. The teacher prepares discussion activity topics and instructions (this would be in 
a CDP using the PCM authoring perspective).  
2. The learners log on and find a task, with a discussion topic and a document 
containing the text to be discussed.  
3. Learners and teachers carry out the task interacting in the forum and chat, and 
posting comments  
4. Learners can post additional resources to the course topics (e.g. a link to a web 
document, with suggested topic for discussion or a description of the document). 
The teacher should be able to disable this functionality. 
5. learners post texts for evaluation to the PCM file-space, which are associated with 
their portfolio  
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6. Teacher posts feedback and marks the activity as completed  
7. Learners access the next activity  
Most important activities in this usage profile + related action 
 
Search for a course 
a) Search for courses by name  
b) Search for courses by free text, resource or activity 
c) View course description, requirements, and commitment 
required by learner  
d) view ratings and comments made by past users  
e) Select the course and start using it  
Search for an activity or 
resource for which the user 
has registered 
a) Search for an activity or resource by name 
b) Search for an activity or resource by free text 
c) Return a list of links, which take the user to the relevant 
activity 
Carry out assessment 
activities 
a) Respond to simple questionnaires developed with the 
PCM  
b) View the results of taking simple questionnaires 
c) Carry out other assessment activities (functionally the 
same as other competence development activities, or 
(later) as Units of Assessment from WP6, but marked as 
being "assessment" activities in the interface)  
Navigate and use activities 
and resources  
a) Navigate between the nodes of the course  
b) Select activities to carry out, access related resources  
Participate in forums and 
chats  
a) Access and participate in forums in the context of 
course activities  
b) Access and participate in chats in the context of course 
activities  
Exchange and share the 
things they make in the 
course  
a) Find a document store shared with other learners on the 
course  
b) Search for or discover relevant documents within the 
file-space  
c) Post items to the shared document store  
Rating 
a) rate the course  
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b) rate activities  
c) rate resources  
Add new resources and 
activity descriptions  
a) Add new activities to the existing course  
b) Add new resources to activities  
Mark courses as completed a) Mark a course as being completed 
b) Show list of links to completed courses to the user 
Mark activities as complete 
and reveal the next 
a) Mark activities as completed 
b) Enable the teacher to decide if activities should all be 
shown at registration, or revealed one at a time. This could 
be done in the PCM (if this is functionality is available) or 
in the Web front end. 
c) If the teacher chooses the "one at a time" option, when 
an activity is revealed, show the next activity 
d) Show list of links to activities in which the user is 
currently participating 
Register 
a) User can register to take part in a course 
b) Teacher can choose to make the entire course public 
c) Show list of links to courses for which the user has 
registered 
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 Importance of PCM elements in this usage profile  
 
   create  search  View 
ratings  
rate  Share  forum  People 
/ Chat  
Element 
description  
Mark as  
complete  
Proficiency 
level of 
learner  
Proficiency 
level / 
difficulty of 
element*  
Direc
t 
acces
sible
**  
Concep
t  
/ label  
Communit
y  
--  ++  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  -  
Competen
ce profile  
-  ++  --  -  --  --  --  --  -  ++  ++  ++  Goals  
Competen
ce  
-  ++  --  -  --  --  --  --  ++  ++  ++  --  Learnin
g 
objecti
ves  
Course 
(=Compet
ence 
developm
ent plan)  
--  ++  ++  ++  --  ++  ++  --  ++  ++  ++  ++  Course  
Action  ++  +-  +-  +-  ++  ++  ++  ++  ++  --  ++  +-  Activity  
Resource  ++  +-  +-  +-  ++  ++  ++  ++  ++  --  ++  +-  Resour
ce  
* = the difficulty level of the element in relation to the proficiency level of the learner, which should enable the learner to select 
elements that match their current proficiency level  
** indicates whether the element should be directly accessible = searchable as opposed to only being accessible through the 
element one step higher in the hierarchy  
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Use case diagram 
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Usage Profile "Create Course"  
In this usage profile a course is created. The usage profile described depends 
on the ReCourse editor, CopperCore/SLeD and the Widget services, the last two 
being loosely coupled to the PCM (please note: alternatively in line with the usage 
profile “Follow Course” a course can be created directly in the PCM without using the 
ReCourse editor and CopperCore and Widget services). For this usage profile we will 
discuss three connected steps ‘Authoring a UOL’, ‘Publishing a UOL’ and ‘Using a 
UOL’. 
Authoring a UOL 
Actors: Learning Designer 
 
Typical context 
Gwyneth is a learning designer at an institute which offers courses in Safety at Work. 
She would like to create a course which her institute can offer through the 
TENCompetence infrastructure. She already has a clear idea of how the course 
should be structured. She is aware of the structure of the IMS LD specification, and 
of the services available in ReCourse in addition to UOL editing (test editor, chat, 
forum). She plans to use a test to provide a simple self assessment which users can 
use to assess their knowledge of Safety at Work. If they get a high score they are 
invited to skip the introductory unit. She also wants the learners to be able to 
contact each other to exchange their thoughts and ideas, and so she decides to 
include a forum and an instant messenger service her course. 
 
Workflow 
Using the ReCourse editor she:  
1. Opens the ReCourse editor.   
2. Creates a local folder and saves her empty UOL there with the name "Safety at 
Work".  
3. Creates and imports the resources she needs.   
4. Creates the roles, activities and environments which make up UOL.  
5. Launches the "tests and questionnaires" editor and creates a simple test, which 
she includes as a resource in an environment  
6. Adds a forum and a chat to an environment in her UOL.  
7. Saves her UOL and closes the ReCourse application.   
8. Adds a description of the course to the list of available courses on her Institute's 
website.  
9. She logs on to the PCM, and adds a link to the course as part of a competence 
development plan for the "Safety Officer" competence profile.  
10. For safety, she also saves her UOL onto a repository, following a link provided in 
her copy of ReCourse.  
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Core functionality required to support this workflow 
1. ReCourse editor  
 Saves UOLs compliant with IMS LD level A  
 Has a "test and questionnaire" plug-in  
 Has an integrated publishing mechanism  
 Has a means to include chat and forum services in the UOL  
 Can represent the chat and widget services, and the QTI tests, in a way which 
can be interpreted by the runtime system  
 Has a configurable link to a specific instance of a repository, and can interact 
with the API of the repository to obtain information about the UOLs held 
there.  
2. A running repository (the current assumption is that this will be OpenDocument)  
3. A running SLeD server, with a QTI runtime system integrated (presumably the 
current integration APIS )  
4. A running CopperCore server  
Publishing a UOL 
Actors: Learning Designer or Teacher 
 
Typical context 
After a month the institute has received six emails asking to participate in the 
course. The course coordinator, Nicole, has arranged with the participants that the 
course will start on the first day of the next month. The day before the course is due 
to start, Nicole sets up the system so that learners and the teacher can log on.  
 
Workflow: Nicole:  
1. Launches ReCourse  
2. Looks for the "Safety at Work" UOL. She follows the link provided to the 
repository, and searches the UOLs available there.   
3. From inside ReCourse, and without having to download the UOLs, she browses to 
see who authored them, and what their learning objectives are.  
4. Locates Gwyneth's "Safety at Work" UOL, and downloads it to her local folder  
5. Opens "Safety at Work" in ReCourse.  
6. Clicks the "Publish" button  
7. Enters the names and email addresses of the participants in a dialog box 
and clicks "OK".  
8. Some minutes later she receives a message to her email account in which she is 
given  
 a link to the run of the UOL  
 password for the run of the UOL  
 a list of the participants who have been sent usernames and passwords.  
Core functionality required to support this workflow 
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1. Link between ReCourse and repository which enables users to browse the UOLs 
available there and inspect information made available by parsing the XML of the 
UOL  
2. Interface for publishing UOL implemented in ReCourse  
3. Interface for entering names and emails of course participants implemented in 
ReCourse  
4. Link with CopperCore server implemented, enabling ReCourse to populate and 
publish a UOL  
Using a UOL at runtime 
Actors: Teachers and Learners 
The participants in the course (teacher and learners) start using the course. They: 
1. receive a message in their email account providing them with a link to the 
course, username and password.  
2. click the link provided in the message  
3. click a "log in" button on the course front page  
4. are given access to the course and are led through the activities according their 
roles and the flow defined in the UOL.  
5. The self assessment test and the forum and chat services made available as 
required  
Actors: Learners only 
1. When the learners have finished the Unit of Learning they log on to the PCM and 
mark the "Safety at Work" course as being completed.  
Core functionality required to support this workflow 
1. CopperCore server maintained  
2. SLeD server maintained  
3. Version of APIS integrated with the SLeD server which meets requirements of 
Test author  
4. Widget server maintained  
5. Forum widget available  
6. Chat widget available  
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 Usage profile "Personal Development plan"  
Description  
In this usage profile, the PDP (Personal Development Plan) is used for working 
with their Personal Competence Development Plan, which means creating the plan, 
following it, and reflecting on the progress. The PDP is a personal environment, 
completely owned by the user. Learning from other learners within the PDP is not a 
relevant issue, however the plan can be shared with others. The current functions 
that you can base your plan on the plan of others should be hidden as an advanced 
option  
Most important activities in this usage profile + related actions  
 
activity  Related actions  
Create and adapt a 
PDP  
Create a competence profile and its competences, based on 
competence profiles that are available into the system. This 
requires that the system contains many different competence 
profiles for many different jobs/functions. The profile that is found 
can be adapted by the person to match his/her needs. He can also 
define a profile from scratch (e.g., by entering one from paper or 
the Internet).  
Create actions for formal and informal learning. This can be based 
on a search for existing actions and resources that match the 
learners interest and the learners proficiency level  
Combine actions and resources into a personal PDP, indicating the 
route to follow  
Follow a PDP  Navigate easily from competence profile and competences to 
actions and resources  
Mark especially actions and resources as complete  
Reflection on 
progress within PDP  
Get an overview of the actions and resources that have been done 
and the route that has been followed and the actions and resources 
that have to be done yet.  
Get an overview of current proficiency level  
Discuss progress 
with tutor or 
employer  
Same as reflection + make agreements on how to progress  
Publish plan Make it public for everyone at the Internet, add some general 
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comments for the readers of the plan. 
Collaborate on Plan Define a group of people who can collaborate to create and follow 
the plan 
View plan Define one or more persons who can view the plan (but not edit) 
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Importance of PCM elements in this usage profile  
 
 create  search  View 
ratings  
rate  Share  forum  People 
/ Chat  
Element 
description  
Mark as  
complete  
Proficiency 
level of 
learner  
Proficiency 
level / 
difficulty 
of 
element*  
Direct 
accessible**  
Concept  
/ label  
Community  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  -  
Competence 
profile  
-  ++  ++  -  ++  --  --  ++  -  ++  ++  ++  Competence 
profile  
Competence  -  ++  ++  -  +  --  --  ++  +-  ++  ++  --  Competence  
Competence 
development 
plan  
++  +-  +  -  ++  --  --  ++  +-  --  ++  --  Personal  
development 
plan  
Action  -  ++  ++  -  --  --  --  ++  ++  --  ++  ++  Action  
Resource  -  ++  ++  -  --  --  --  ++  ++  --  ++  +  Resource  
* = the difficulty level of the element in relation to the proficiency level of the learner, which should enable the learner to select 
elements that match their current proficiency level ** indicates whether the element should be directly accessible = searchable 
as opposed to only being accessible through the element one step higher in the hierarchy  
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Use case diagram 
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Usage Profile "Knowledge Management"  
This profile is directed at setting up communities to share knowledge about 
various topics. The resources and discussions about the resources are at the centre, 
organised per topic and in knowledge areas (better terms can be selected). So 
important functions are (between brackets the current name) 
 Topic Areas ("Competence Profiles")  
 Topics ("competences")  
 Search topics and topic areas  
 Folders to group topics (idem) 
 Resources (files and Internet links to services or objects) 
 Rating of resources  
 Forum to discuss topics  
 Forum to discuss the overall issues (and write summaries, etc.)  
 Synchronous functions to discuss (chat, Skype, etc.)  
 
Use Case 1: directors of libraries want to share knowledge about youth 
libraries  
The directors of the Dutch public libraries want to share their knowledge and views 
about the topic "youth library". Younger people are not using the library anymore 
and the directors want to discuss why this is, share research findings about these 
topics and want to come up with solutions. This all using the LearnWeb 2.0 or the 
PCM 
 
Use Case 2: A person wants to collect information about a certain topic with 
his peers in order to write a report about it  
John wants to write a report about the effect of Web 2.0 on the infrastructure of their 
university. He asks colleagues to share and discuss information with him using the 
PCM. 
 
 
Most important activities in this usage profile + related actions  
 
activity  Related actions  
Create a topic area  Type the topic area (another name for 'competence profile'). 
This topic area is automatically positioned in a community with 
the same name (the person doesn't have to be aware about 
this). 
Fill the topic area with 
resources 
You should be able to easily drag and drop resources from your 
desktop to the resource pane. The name of the original 
document is its initial name. By right clicking you can rename it. 
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Add some additional meta-data like comments or a description 
when desired. 
Create topics under the 
topic area 
Get an overview of the actions and resources that have been 
done and the route that has been followed and the actions and 
resources that have to be done yet.  
Get an overview of current proficiency level  
Regroup the resources 
to different topics 
Same as reflection + make agreements on how to progress  
Discuss topics Using asynchronous forums and synchronous tools (Chat, 
Skype, etc.) 
Write conclusions Using some overall forums (or a link to services like Google 
docs): write conclusions. 
Rate resources Rating for each resources 
Search topic areas or 
topics 
When somebody wants to know something about youth library, 
he should be able to discover the community. Furthermore he 
should be able to find topics within the community. 
Publish topic area Make it public for everyone who can access the Internet 
Collaborate topic area 
- viewers 
- collaborators 
The community can be a restricted group of people. You can set 
writes to specific persons to change information or to only read 
information. 
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Importance of PCM elements in this usage profile  
 
 = the difficulty level of the element in relation to the proficiency level of the learner, which should enable the learner to 
select elements that match their current proficiency level  
 ** indicates whether the element should be directly accessible = searchable as opposed to only being accessible through 
the element one step higher in the hierarchy  
 
 
create  search  View 
ratings  
rate  Share  forum  People / 
Chat  
Element 
description  
Direct 
accessible**  
Concept / 
label  
Community  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  -  
Competence 
profile  
++ ++  ++  - ++  ++ ++ ++ ++  Topic 
Area  
Competence  ++ ++  ++  -  ++  ++  ++  ++  ++ Topic  
Competence 
develop plan  
--  --  --  --  --  --  --  -- --  "invisible" 
Action  --  -- -- --  --  --  --  -- -- "invisible" 
Resource  ++ ++  ++  ++  ++ ++ ++ ++  ++  Resource  
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  
Use case diagram 
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Usage Profile "Overview"  
Use Case 1: Connecting with relevant peers in the network 
community 
 
Marc is looking for an international Master degree in finance. He has read a lot of 
information online about different programmes. He has also realized that despite the 
power of search tools like Google, he has a hard time finding interesting and 
alternative pathways (e.g. MBA, programme in foreign countries, part time options, 
dividing the programme between two cities, scholarships, etc). He would like to 
connect with other people who have similar objectives or who are already finance 
experts in order to exchange ideas about the best career path. 
 
Actors: Learners and experts 
 
Primary Actors: Learner  
 
Flow of Events 
 
Basic Flow 
 
1. Marc inputs his profile information including his Finance competence objective. 
2. Marc browses the network of Competence Development Opportunities (CDOs) 
related to Finance. 
3. Marc selects a book about international post-graduate Finance studies. 
4. Marc reads the book and narrows down his choices to two or three Masters 
programmes in Finance. 
5. Marc wants to connect with relevant people. He posts a message in a forum to 
ask if anyone has attended these programmes. 
6. Marc receives a response from John who suggests that he should consider an 
MBA specializing in Finance and recommends that he read the book « Selecting 
your MBA ». 
7. Marc looks at John’s profile. 
8. Marc uses the User Network Map to see who is in John’s personal network 
(contact and buddy lists).  
9. Marc finds the book very relevant and eventually adds John to his personal 
network. 
10. Later when browsing the CDOs related to finance studies Marc realizes that this 
book is missing and decides to add it himself. 
11. Marc tags the book with the competences « finance » and « MBA ». 
Most important activities in Use Case 1 + related actions  
Activity Related Actions 
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Describing oneself 
(‘creating and 
editing my user 
profile’) 
a) Create profile 
Browsing 
knowledge 
networks 
a) Browse the network of CDOs related to competence Finance, not all are 
MBA, needs to look for both characteristics 
b) Select a CDO 
Engaging (adding 
peers to one’s 
network) 
a) Add another user to his contact list 
Describing, 
discussing and 
debating 
(knowledge 
exchange 
facilities) 
a) Create a thread on the associated forum of this CDO 
b) Assigns a tag to a CDO – MBA and Finance 
Manipulating the 
repository (basic 
object 
manipulation 
features) 
a) Create a CDO - adds book “Selecting your MBA” when he realizes it is 
NOT there 
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Importance of PCM elements in Use case 1 
Services/Functions Create Read Update Search Share Register 
User ++ ++ ++ ++ -- ++ 
Community -- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Competence 
Profile 
-- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Competence -- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Competence 
Development Plan 
(Course) 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
Resource ++ ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Learning Activity -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Assessment 
Activity 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
Assessment Item -- -- -- -- -- -- 
 
Auxiliary Services 
Forum ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ -- 
Message ++ ++ ++ -- ++ -- 
Chat -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Rating -- -- -- -- -- -- 
TENC Server 
Discovery 
(central 
repository) 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
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Use Case 2: Connecting to competence networks through 
video-enhanced navigation and game dynamics 
 
Marc (from Use Case 1) after having attended and completed successfully an MBA 
Programme decides to explore the features of the TENCompetence system, gradually 
discovering and taking advantage of an innovative, video-based approach of sharing 
competence-related knowledge and Competence Development Opportunities (CDOs) 
based on advanced recommendations and engaging game dynamics. 
 
Actors: Learners and experts 
 
Primary Actors: Learner  
 
Basic Flow 
 
1. Marc browses the network of Competence Development Opportunities (CDOs) by 
searching for the keywords “MBA” and “Career” 
2. Marc identifies in the search results a number of videos (i.e. generic competence-
related videos, CDO-related videos and videos submitted by Competence 
Development Experts) and select one of them 
3. Marc rates the video he has selected 
4. Marc wants to share his personal experience about his MBA and career 
development, and decides to post a video response to the video he has selected 
5. Marc uses the Network Visualization and Navigation Tool to discover people’s 
profile behind the videos and comments 
6. Marc looks at Karen’s profile 
7. Marc wants to connect with Karen and send her a message to ask for advices on 
career after an MBA 
8. Marc is invited by Karen to participate in a brief game session with few other 
participants on the subject “Managing your career after an MBA” 
9. Marc starts the game and views – during the game – a video made by an Expert 
on the subject “How to manage your next career step after an MBA” 
10. At the end of the game, Mark accepts to remove anonymity and gets to meet 
Andrew who has just finished an MBA Programme 
11. Marc engages a discussion with Andrew in the chat and adds him to his buddy list 
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Most important activities in Use case 2 + related actions 
Activity Related Actions 
Describing oneself (‘creating and editing my 
user profile’) a) Edit profile 
Browsing knowledge networks 
a) Browse the network of CDOs related to the 
keywords “MBA” and “Career” 
b) Select matching knowledge resources (i.e. 
videos) 
c) Rate the knowledge resource (i.e. videos) 
Engaging (connection games, adding peers to 
one’s network) 
a) Play a game with a peer 
b) Add a user to the contact list 
Describing, discussing and debating 
(knowledge exchange facilities) 
a) Send a message to a peer 
b) Chat with a peer 
Manipulating the repository (basic object 
manipulation features) 1. Create a knowledge resource - add a video 
 
Importance of PCM Services in Use case 2 
Services/Functions Create Read Update Search Share Register 
User -- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Community -- ++ -- ++ -- ++ 
Competence 
Profile -- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Competence -- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Competence 
Development Plan 
(Course) 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
Resource ++ ++ -- ++ ++ ++ 
Learning Activity -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Assessment 
Activity -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Assessment Item -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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Auxiliary Services 
Forum ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ -- 
Message ++ ++ ++ -- -- ++ 
Chat ++ ++ ++ -- ++ ++ 
Rating ++ ++ -- -- -- -- 
TENC Server 
Discovery 
(central 
repository) 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
 
Importance of PCM elements in use case 1 AND use case 2 
Services/Functions Create Read Update Search Share Register 
User ++ ++ ++ ++ -- ++ 
Community -- ++ -- ++ -- ++ 
Competence Profile -- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Competence -- ++ -- ++ -- -- 
Competence 
Development Plan 
(Course) 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
Resource ++ ++ -- ++ ++ ++ 
Learning Activity -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Assessment Activity -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Assessment Item -- -- -- -- -- -- 
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Auxiliary Services 
Forum ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ -- 
Message ++ ++ ++ -- ++ ++ 
Chat ++ ++ ++ -- ++ ++ 
Rating ++ ++ -- -- -- -- 
TENC Server 
Discovery 
(central 
repository) 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 
 
Use case diagram 
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Usage Profile: e-Portfolio 
 
General description 
e-Portfolios are about presenting acquired competences and experiences that the 
learner feels confident about and that may hold relevant information to a specific 
audience, for example customers or potential employers. e-Portfolios increase the 
employability of learners, but also serve as showcases, and are part of a person’s 
digital identity. 
 
In our implementation, we only include achievements and completed competences, 
but it can be argued that also partially completed CDPs and work in progress could 
count towards an e-portfolio. 
 
Key features of elements making up an e-portfolio are the competence itself and the 
level achieved, an explanation wrapper drawing the connection to a presentation 
goal, and evidence to support the claim. Additionally, the learning path followed to 
achieve the competence can be included. 
 
 
 
Supportive evidence in the PCM has three formats: objects, narratives, social 
currency. The system can support links to externally held objects and narratives 
(e.g. transcripts in a student record system, photographs, blog entries). Links to 
Presentation 
Wrapper 
Competence 1 
Narrative wrapper 
Competence 2 
Narrative wrapper 
Competence 3 
Narrative wrapper 
Evidence Containers 
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topic related social networks in external social applications (Facebook, Eduspaces, 
Google Groups) can demonstrate active participation in a community of practice and 
provide social currency. Internal participation in PCM learning communities and peer 
networks should also be made visible to this end. 
 
The PCM allows learners to view all their competences in a list of achievements. From 
this list a selection via tick boxes can be made. The selected competences can then 
be described in detail and evidence can be referenced using links to objects or 
narratives. After all selections have been edited in this way, the user presses the 
button to compile a report and chooses the output format (HR-XML, Word, PDF, 
HTML). 
 
Constraints 
Constraints: the fact this usage profile is placed in WP2 implies no research is done, 
but producing a system based on current infrastructure. The view on e-portfolios is 
limited to self-asserted competences (no external accreditation). 
 
Recommendations, personal references, and proactive participation are not currently 
supported in the PCM, but would provide extra benefits. 
 
e-Portfolio is too broad a concept, so the current approach limits usage scenarios to 
exporting data to be further edited and shared. Exports in HR-XML allows 
compatibility with other recognized e-portfolio systems, e.g. Europass CV. 
 
Data contained: acquired competences including level, completed activities, 
completed CDPs, completed CPs, each of which can be linked to the IMS e-portfolio 
specification. Other data contained is links to evidence (objects, blog entries) and 
free text narratives. Presentation states are persisted. 
 
 
Typical aim 
To compile an overview of achieved competences and select relevant ones for 
presentation to a specific audience. 
 
Typical user 
Person looking for employment opportunities; entrepreneurial person promoting their 
skills with potential customers.  
 
Implementation 
Workflow 
 
-A user starts the portfolio system, and logs in.  
-The portfolio system retrieves the competences, competence profiles, and 
supporting competence development plans for that user, as well as any previous 
presentations. 
-The user decides to create a new presentation. 
-The user selects the competences they wish to present. 
-The user adds (or modifies existing) annotations explaining about the achievement 
of the competence, and adds links to evidence for those competences. 
-The user saves the state of the presentation. 
-The user exports the presentation in one of several formats: HR-XML, Word, PDF, 
HTML 
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Sample Scenario 
Andrea puts together her achievements for a presentation to find a new position at 
another company. This company has a manufacturing plant in Spain and Spanish 
language skills are required for the job. Andrea has never attended a formal Spanish 
course or acquired any qualification in the language. However, she is half-Spanish 
and, after completing a self-assessment following the European language framework, 
she feels that her linguistic competences would suffice the requirements of the post. 
 
She enters Spanish as a competence in her PCM and when asked to give evidence 
produces a short narrative explaining her maternal background and claiming that her 
communication skills are up to speed due to frequent visits to family in Spain. She 
has also been active in a Spanish language social network group forum called 
“guapas y guapos” on Ning and adds the link to the public view of that forum, 
showing her contributions. 
 
After editing the details she saves the presentation in her TENCompetence portfolio 
application and exports a pdf version which she attaches to her job application. 
 
Most important activities in this usage profile + related action 
Manage presentations View a list of presentations already 
created 
Delete a presentation 
Create a new presentation 
Edit an existing presentation 
Export an existing presentation 
View competences Browse the list of competences acquired 
by the user or in progress 
Refresh the list of competences from the 
PCM service 
Create a presentation Create a title and (optionally) a metadata 
description for the presentation 
Select the competences to include in the 
presentation 
Add or edit annotations for each 
competence providing additional 
information or evidence. By default this 
will show any personal annotation 
created within the PCM for the 
competence, which the user can then 
edit. 
Add or edit links to additional supporting 
evidence for each competence  
For each competence, choose whether to 
include the CDP and its actions in the 
presentation 
Export a presentation Select an export format, either Word, 
PDF, HTML or HR-XML 
Select a location, and save 
If required, edit in an external authoring 
application, such as Word, FrontPage, 
etc. 
If required, upload to a HR-XML capable 
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PDP or e-Portfolio application for further 
work 
Modify a presentation This includes one or more of the 
following steps, in no specific order: 
Select additional competences to add to 
the presentation 
Add or edit annotations for each 
competence providing additional 
information or evidence 
Add or edit links to additional supporting 
evidence for each competence  
For each competence, choose whether to 
include the CDP and its actions in the 
presentation 
Select competences to remove from the 
presentation 
 
Importance of PCM elements in this usage profile 
 
 Create Search Element 
description 
Mark as 
complete 
Proficiency 
level of 
learner 
Community   +- N/A N/A 
Competence 
Profile 
  ++ ++ N/A 
Competence + ++ ++ ++ ++ 
CDP   ++ ++ N/A 
Action   ++ ++ N/A 
Resource   ++ N/A N/A 
 
The other columns, as mentioned in D2.2 (search, View ratings, rate, Share, forum, 
People / Chat, Proficiency level / difficulty of element, Direct Accessible, Concept / 
label) are not relevant for this usage profile and have been taken out for simplicity. 
 
Create Competence functionality applies to the self assessment results that a user 
can create (to enter a personal competence level and annotation). All other data is 
generated by following courses and not by the e-Portfolio usage profile. 
 
The service for persisting the presentation state would need to be created to manage 
presentations. 
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Use case diagram 
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Usage profile Competence Assessment 
 
Typical context: A professional/learner wants to have one or more of his/her 
competences assessed by one or more individuals against a target competence 
profile, be it (part of) a formal educational programme or the competence profile of a 
profession or a function that (s)he wants to attain. The learner selects which 
competences (s)he wants assessed. Such an assessment can be positioned at the 
beginning of a learning path, along the path or at the end of the path.  
 
There are typical occasions for competence assessment to occur. When entering 
formal education, the already existing competences are measured; this is the so-
called Validation of Prior Learning (VPL). In professional development, there are also 
situations in which people can have their competences assessed every few, say two 
or three years. 
 
Competence assessment is usually intensive, involving more than one assessor. It 
may take place at an assessment centre. Types of assessment involved include 360 
degrees feedback etcetera.  
 
The assessment process may be an anonymous and double blind process,  in which 
users and assessors do not know each other’s identity, but it may also be a process 
where the user chooses for his/her identity to be known to the assessors. In the case 
of face-to-face assessments (e.g. at an assessment centre), anonymity may be more 
problematic. 
If several assessors are involved, individual assessors are not allowed to know the 
identity or the assessment scores of other assessors until after their final assessment 
scores have been given. Assessors are expected to act as objectively and 
independently as possible. 
 
Assessment of competences may happen in different situations, be they in the 
physical presence of a learner, or at a distance (of time and space). In a distance 
situation, direct communication between a learner and an assessor may not be 
possible.  
 
Before a competence assessment can take place, the learner needs to  
a) select the competences that (s)he wants assessed,  
b) provide a self-assessed level of proficiency for each selected competence 
c) provide evidence in support of the self-declared level of proficiency for each 
selected competence,  
 
An assessor will typically be assigned to a limited set of competences, namely those 
within his/her specific domain of expertise or knowledge. Often more than one 
assessor is involved. The chief-assessor will need to have an overview of the 
individual assessor’s scores and aggregate them in order to assess the achievement 
of the competence involved. 
 
In case the user wants a full competence profile to be assessed (for instance in case 
of an assessment related to a formal study programme, profession or function), an 
examiner will be involved. A next step (which falls outside the scope of TENC) is then 
to start a certification 
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Typical aim: assess a learner’s competences by having one or more assessors score 
the proficiency level for each individual competence 
 
Typical users / roles:  
1) learner with an overall learning or professional development goal who wants a 
(sub)set of competences assessed;  
2) assessors with a specific domain of expertise/knowledge that assess a learners’ 
level of proficiency for one or more competences;  
3) chief assessor who establishes the final level of proficiency within one competence 
assessment, based upon the judgements by the other assessors. 
4) examiner / certificator who assesses the attainment of a pre-determined 
competence profile (degree / profession / function), based upon the competence 
assessment of the several competences that make up the competence profile 
5) assessment provider – provider of competence assessment, under whose 
responsibility the assessors and examiners act. (a more or less formal organisation 
that co-ordinates the assessment process, has a certain reputation, and can 
therefore charge a certain fee to the learner). 
 
 
 
As the figure shows, competence assessment by an assessment provider consists of 
three different activities that the learner has to perform: evidence assessment, 
additional tests and a conversation on the assessment. Each of these activities is 
optional, but the order is obligatorily as indicated in the figure. Moreover, at least 
one of these activities needs to be performed. 
 
The evidence assessment consists of an assessment of materials that have been 
collected into the learner’s e-portfolio. This evidence has been put into the portfolio 
either manually by the learner, or automatically as a result of performing learning 
activities in the network. 
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Additional tests are done as part of the competence assessment itself. They include 
demonstrations of skills in practice and multiple choice tests. Whether or not the 
learner has to perform additional tests may or may not depend on the results of the 
evidence assessment. 
 
The assessment provider is selected by the learner. Learners should be able to 
choose assessment providers based upon their region (as competence assessment 
often involves face-to-face examination) and the competence or competence profile 
they wish to have assessed. Most of the time, the learner will first want to choose an 
assessment provider, and after that get involved into the competence assessment, 
rather than the other way around. 
 
Assessment providers are not part of the community, as they should get access only 
for a limited amount of time to assess individual learners. 
 
Decisions on competence development programmes based upon the competence 
assessment are excluded from this profile 
 
Scenario 1 – Assistant librarian upgrading to librarian 
Bastienne is an assistant librarian in Groningen and has set herself the goal of 
becoming a librarian for the children’s and youth library. She has selected the 
appropriate competence profile for herself, has performed a self-assessment and has 
identified a number of competence gaps. She has worked on those gaps – together 
with other library colleagues in the Netherlands – and is confident that she has 
acquired enough evidence in her portfolio for obtaining the right level of proficiency 
in all competences. She discusses these issues with her boss, and gets her boss to 
pay for a formal assessment. She goes into the TENCompetence system, opens the 
competence assessment screen, selects “all competences” and clicks the “assess 
selected competences”. She then sets the region in which she wants her 
competences assessed to “The Netherlands” and confirms the language setting on 
her competence profile as “Dutch”. She selects one of the available assessment 
competence providers. After a period of time, her assessment results are added to 
her portfolio 
 
Workflow 1- The learner 
1. Learner logs into the TENCompetence system 
2. Leaner goes into the competence assessment window and is presented with a list 
of competences that are relevant to her competence profile.  
3. Learner hits the button: “Find assessment providers for the selected 
competences” 
4. The system presents the learner with a few options about the assessment 
process: “Select country or region”, “Select assessment provider”, “Indicate 
preferred due date for assessment results” 
5. After selecting “The Netherlands” as region, the learner is provided with a list of 
assessment providers, she selects “Fontys Hogeschool”, enters a due date within 
4 weeks, and then hits the “confirm” button, and gets an e-mail confirmation of 
her assessment request. 
6. (Outside the scope of the PCM) The learner agrees with the assessment provider 
to a specific arrangement at a specific price.  
7. (self-assessment) the learner sets a proficiency level for every competence, as 
well as for the desired level. 
8. After collecting the evidence required by the assessment provider, the learner 
establishes that all the desired levels have been achieved. 
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9. Learner goes back to the system, selects the tick box at the top of the list, 
thereby selecting all the competences in the list. 
10. 4 weeks later she is informed of the results of the assessment being available in 
the PCM.  
11. In a face-to-face or virtual meeting with the assessment provider, the learner is 
presented with the tests that have to be performed; presentation is done either 
within or outside of the system 
12. She logs into the PCM, and goes into the competence assessment window, where 
the assessment results have been added. She can now read the assessors’ 
comments and scores and  
13. The learner can decide for each score to add it to her portfolio. She can also 
decide to update her competence profile to reflect the assessment results. 
 
Workflow 2 – the assessment provider 
1. The assessment provider receives a request for competence assessment. 
2. (Outside the scope of the PCM) The assessment provider sends the learner an e-
mail to inform her about prices, etc. and they come to an agreement 
3. The assessment provider selects one of their assessors and sends a notification 
4. The assessment provider receives the final judgement by the chief-assessor 
 
Workflow 3 – The assessors 
1. The assessor receives an e-mail / or other message (RSS?) from the assessment 
provider, notifying her of a new assessment waiting. 
2. Assessor logs into competence assessment window 
3. The assessor finds a list of competences within her domain of expertise (i.e. 
those competences for which she herself has a certified proficiency level of 6, 7 
or 8) waiting to be assessed.  
4. She selects the first competence in the list, and is presented with the learner’s 
description of the situated competence and the list of evidence items that the 
learner produced.  
5. For each item in the evidence list, the assessor has an opportunity to give a 
rating and a comment.  
6. After doing this, the assessor can score the competence itself by indicating the 
assessed level (1-8) of proficiency of the learner.  
7. Assessors send their results to the chief-assessor 
 
Workflow 4 – the chief-assessor 
1. The chief-assessor decides whether the learner has ‘passed’ the competence 
assessment and/or what is the proficiency level of the learner on the sub 
competences. 
2. The decision is sent to the learner and to the assessors. 
3. The decision is discussed with the learner. 
4. The learner and the assessors either accept or reject the decision. 
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Most important activities in this usage profile + related action 
Find assessment providers 
for selected competences 
Learner Select specific competence(s) 
Select assessment provide related to 
selected competences 
Perform a self-assessment Learner Select specific competence(s) 
Select self-assessment test 
Fill-in self-assessment test 
View self-assessment results 
Collect evidence for 
proficiency level 
Learner Collect digital and non-digital evidence 
for proficiency level of specific 
competence 
Digitize non-digital evidence 
Store digitized evidence in own e-
portfolio, related to specific proficiency 
level of specific competence 
Perform competence 
assessment tests 
Learner Select specific competence 
Select competence assessment test(s) 
related to this competence 
Perform competence assessment test 
Store results 
Send in results 
Discuss tests results with 
assessors 
Learner Discuss tests results with assessors 
Handling requests for 
competence assessment 
Assessment 
provider 
Log in tot system 
Find request for competence 
assessment 
Accept or reject request 
Send notification 
Provide the tests the 
learner has to perform 
Assessment 
provider 
Select competence assessment tests 
related to specific competence profile 
and proficiency level. 
Put these ready for the learner. 
Send notification to learner. 
Judge evidence provided by 
the learner 
Assessor Judge evidence provided by the learner 
Store judgement. 
Judge performance in 
practice tests 
Assessor Judge performance in practice tests 
Store judgement. 
Make final judgement Chief-
assessor 
View learner’s results. 
View judgement by other assessors. 
Make final judgement. 
Store final judgement. 
Notify learner and other assessors. 
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Importance of PCM elements in this usage profile 
 
 create search view 
ratings 
rate share forum people/chat proficiency 
level of 
learner 
proficiency 
level of 
element 
direct 
accessible 
concept/label 
Community -- + - - - + + - - - Community 
Competence 
profile 
++ ++ - - - + + ++ ++ ++ Competence 
profile 
Competence 
development 
plan 
++ ++ - - - + + ++ ++ ++ Competence 
assessment / 
- 
Action ++ - / ++ - - - - - ++ ++ - / ++ Test / self-
assessment 
resource ++ -- - - - - - - - -- Resource 
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Use case diagram 
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Usage Profile Matching Competence on Job Profiles 
General Description 
We assume that we have a database with job profiles, with for each job the 
responsibilities and required competences. This database will most likely be the COLO 
database used in Dutch vocational education. At first we assume that the competence 
profiles are ‘given’: no mapping between competence profiles from different 
domains/systems will be necessary. Lifelong learners are assumed to have a competence 
profile as well, which provides evidence on which competences the learner has acquired. 
 
Lifelong learners will use the system to explore job opportunities and to find out which 
competences they need to acquire to keep qualified for their current position or to be 
eligible for a new position. Roughly, job descriptions can be classified as:  
 jobs that are below his current competence level 
 jobs that fit his current competence level 
 jobs that are fit, given some additional courses/learning activities 
 jobs that are reachable after having followed an intensive program 
The border between ‘some additional courses’ and ‘an intensive program’ is not yet set. 
The criteria could be set beforehand (e.g. maximum 20 hours) or manually set by the 
user. 
 
From the organizational perspective, the following questions are relevant: 
 match current personnel and/or applicants with a job profile. For example, a 
restaurant owner wants to fill the position of ‘dessert chef’ 
 compose a team that covers the competences needed for a particular job, given 
certain criteria (as few persons as possible, balance between juniors and seniors) 
 find out current needs for competence assessment programs 
 
It is unlikely that there will be exact matches and most likely there will be several 
‘equivalent’ solutions (each solution may have its own advantages, but in general they 
are comparable). This implies that this usage profile needs to support ‘searching for an 
optimal solution’, making use of both automatic/intelligent methods and iterative user 
feedback. 
 
The usage profile will make use of data that will be available in the PCM: 
- Personal Development Programs 
- Eportfolios 
- Competence Assessment Outcomes 
Description of Job Profiles 
For implementing the matching process, we need to have a structure for describing job 
profiles and competence profiles. Several approaches can be observed:  
- Theoretical: Cheetham and Chivers divide competences in: knowledge, functional, 
personal, ethical, meta. 
- Vacancies: consist of running text (general description and activities), applicant 
profile (degree, programming capabilities, etc.) 
- Vacancy sites (e.g. Monsterboard) separate between 'domain' and 'function' 
- Preferences: working hours, size company, location, etc. 
- Assessment meeting ('functioneringsgesprek'): checklist on personal aspects 
relevant to organization, adopted by many Dutch companies 
 
According to Rob, we can safely assume that there will be data from the Colo model of 
competences in Dutch vocational education in the PCM Competence Model (covering skills 
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and levels). This Colo, and any other future model, will be imported and converted to this 
model. 
 
Use-Cases 
In the following two sections we deal with job profile matching from two perspectives. 
 
Learner Perspective 
 Looking for a job. We assume that there will be an initial matching (ranking), 
which provides the learner with an overview of opportunities and the competence 
gap. This competence gap will be the learner goal in the PDP planning process. 
 Supporting use-case: a learner competence profile editing tool, using which the 
learner can fill in her current competences. This will be some sort of check-list 
with optional indication of level (minimize burden of user) 
Organizational Perspective 
 Needed supporting use-case: editing a job profile. Starting point is a standardized 
job profile from the competence model. This can be adjusted to the specific 
requirements using an advances/edit button. Again: minimize burden of end-user 
 Which personnel/applicants match best a certain job profile. In addition to the 
initial matching, HR persons should be able to inspect portfolios and competence 
profiles of candidates for the actual selection 
 Team composition: which persons (junior/senior) are the most suitable candidates 
for forming a team.  
 The goal of the HR person is not only to identify the persons, but also to identify 
competence gaps that can/should be closed by internal training programs 
Learner Perspective 
Looking for a job 
I took a look at how current job finding sites work. As a reference, I took a look at three 
existing sites: www.monster.co.uk, www.vacaturebank.nl and 
http://hotjobs.yahoo.com/, www.linkedin.com. There are two main ways of looking for a 
job: 
- searching (basic/advanced) 
- browsing 
 
Searching involves entering or selecting items in the appropriate boxes. 
Basic search offers the following options: Occupation/Job Category, Location, Keywords 
Advanced search offers additionally: Company Name, Industry (select from list), Job 
type/Number of working hours, needed education and/or working experience, branch, 
type of employment. 
 
This type of searching can be seen as facetted search, in which you indicate all kinds of 
orthogonal preferences/requirements for a job. 
 
Only HotJob offered the possibility of browsing. Similar to the Web in general, browsing 
has become less popular while search popularity has increased. In early days, Web 
directories (e.g. Yahoo, DMOZ) were quite popular. These have now completely been 
replaced/taken over by search engines. Nevertheless, a possible browsing solution would 
be: 
- first location, then job profile (and additional refinement) 
- first job profile, then location (and additional refinement) 
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Further, a common selection criteria is ‘most popular’ (I guess the criterion is 
visited/selected) 
 
The results of searching and browsing are typically result lists, with indicators (1..5, 
percentage or stars). Common options are ‘refine criteria’ and ‘similar results’. 
 
Given a (processable) ePortfolio, results can be personalized according to matching with 
the job profile. How exactly this will be solved technically, is beyond the scope of this 
document. Techniques that we can apply include: 
- positioning service (LSA-based comparison of job description and resume) 
- navigation service (users similar to me visited the following profiles next) 
- preference search / Skylining (which subselection of jobs provides the best match 
on any of my criteria) 
- competence gap analysis (semantic matching of your own competence profile with 
a job’s competence profile) 
 
The visualization of surrogates (snippets of job advertisements, placed according to 
relevance and distance) seems to be even more appropriate for job descriptions than for 
PDPs. 
 
Based on the above, ‘looking for a job’ should involve the following interaction steps: 
- logging in (and edit the resume, if necessary, see next section) 
- basic search and advanced search 
- both result list and visualization (user can switch) 
- list of results is personalized based on preferences 
- recommendations from the navigation service 
- relevance indicators based on positioning/gap analysis 
- interaction with the result set, refinement of results, etcetera 
 
Competence Profile Editing Tool 
Most of the aforementioned job finding sites give you the opportunity the fill out your cv 
online or to upload a (Word) resume. Typical (Anglo-Saxion) resumes include: 
- name, address, marital status, picture, … 
- education history 
- current and past positions 
- statement of skills and interests 
- language skills 
- awards and grants 
- references 
 
LinkedIn is mainly targeted at connecting people, but there is a job search functionality 
as well. LinkedIn profiles include the above items, except for ‘references’. This is replaced 
by ‘recommended by’. Further, you can select your interests from a list and indicate for 
what reasons people may contact you. 
 
Based on the above, the ‘profile editing’ can be similar. The two basic scenarios apply: 
- Create resume 
- Edit/update resume 
Organization Perspective 
Creating/Editing a Job Profile 
Editing a job profile is similar to editing a competence profile, except that the fields are 
somewhat different. The following are common items in a job profile: 
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Company Name 
Company URL 
Industry (choose from list – accounting, banking, IT, airline, …) 
Job Title 
Job Function ((choose from list – administrative, engineering, design, customer care, …) 
Job Type (full-time, part-time, etc.) 
Salary 
Location 
Free-text job description 
 
The two basic scenarios are: 
- create job profile 
- post job profile (possibly via various communication channels) 
- edit/update/delete job profile 
 
For this usage profile we need to find out what sort of business model we want. Do we 
want to provide the services for free or do companies have to pay for posting a job 
profile (at most sites this is the business model used). 
 
Match current personnel and/or applicants with a job profile. 
For example, a restaurant owner wants to fill the position of ‘dessert chef’. This usage 
profile is just the opposite of the learner’s ‘looking for a job’ usage profile. Same interface 
and functionality can be used here. 
Team composition: which persons (junior/senior) are the most 
suitable candidates for forming a team.  
The procedure is about the same as for the previous profile, except that the job 
description will be not a position but a team responsibility description. Similarly, the 
preference search functionality can recommend the skyline of ‘best team matches’, 
including a description of strength/weaknesses of the choice. Obviously, starting from a 
group recommendation, the HR person can exchange persons by removing/adding them 
to the group selection. 
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Most important activities in this usage profile + related actions 
activity Related actions 
Competence description (resume) Create profile 
Update profile 
Job description Create profile 
Update profile  
Post Profile 
Delete Profile 
Ask question Access support form 
Complete support form 
Search Job Set Search Criteria 
Inspect result list 
Tune the personalization mechanisms 
Refine the result list 
Select relevant jobs 
Advertise Job Post job (see job description) 
Receive applications (out of scope for now) 
Match people with job profile Select job profile 
Set additional search criteria 
Inspect result list 
Tune the personalization mechanisms 
Refine the result list 
Select relevant people 
Compose a team Similar to above, but then with groups of people 
Socializing Add peers to list of contact or friends  
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Importance of PCM elements in this usage profile 
 create search View 
ratings 
rate Share forum People / 
Chat 
Element 
description 
Mark as  
complete 
Proficiency level 
of learner 
Proficiency level / 
difficulty of element* 
Direct 
accessible** 
Concept  
/ label 
Community - -- + + -- -- O ?      
Competence profile ++ ++ + + + -- O  ++ ++   Resume / Job 
Description 
Competence + + + + + -- O  ++ ++  ++ competence 
Competence 
development plan 
O + + + - -- O  o o  ++ Personal 
Development Plan 
Action - + + + - -- O  o o  ++  
Resource - ++ + + + -- o  ++ ++  ++  
 
User  + ++ ++ + o o  -- ++  ++  
Assessment             +  
 
 wiki 
Community + 
Competence 
profile 
++ 
Competence ++ 
Competence 
development plan 
+ 
Action + 
Resource ++ 
* = the difficulty level of the element in relation to the proficiency level of the learner, which should enable the learner to select elements that match their current proficiency level 
** indicates whether the element should be directly accessible = searchable as opposed to only being accessible through the element one step higher in the hierarchy
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Usage profile Social Help 
In any learning network for lifelong competence development, providing proper 
learner support services is of paramount importance. And as we illustrated in our 
model, turning a learning network into an effective and efficient communities relies 
on strengthening the social ties in the network. So, there is a major role for learner 
support services that involve other people that provide, part of, the support. In that, 
the social support serves a double purpose. First of all, it solves the immediate need 
of a learner who has a question or request for support. Secondly, because this is 
brought about by involving other people, it works towards strengthening social ties. 
There are several possibilities to supply a social support system. A major distinction 
can be made by whether the learner looks around for suitable peers (either from his 
personal contact lists or for others in the network) and contact them directly or 
whether the learning network provides a services to recommend suitable peers. The 
system then either presents the recommended peers and the learner decides whom 
to contact or the system sets up a facility for learner and peers to communicate and 
connect. For both approaches it evolves around being able to find the most suitable 
persons. Keywords here are finding, suitable and connect. To enable this we need 
different kind of data. First of all we require information of all people in the network; 
this entails personal information, profile information, as well as eportfolio information 
like competences, proficiency level, interests, and actions taken in the learning 
network (i.e. the relationships between users and between users and objects). This 
information then has to be visualised in such manner to the network users that they 
can use this to decide whom to contact or made available to the system in order to 
be able to select suitable peers. The system than either can present this as a list of 
recommended people and allow the learner to initiate contact, or the system can use 
this list to set up an ad hoc transient community. This means that there is a high 
interdependence between the Social help usage profile, the Overview usage profile 
and the ePortfolio usage profile, not only in data used, but also in functionality 
offered. And at a slightly lower lever, the profile is linked to the Follow course. CDP, 
and Personal development planning usage profiles, mainly in data used.  
 
 
Figure 1: Generic social support model 
 
Identify potential peer 
tutors 
Formulate support 
request 
Define context of 
support request 
Support creating 
answer 
End process 
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A generic use case diagram for the generic social support model is provided in Figure 
2.  
 
 
Figure 2: Generic Use case diagram 
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There are however, alternate flows possible, as depicted in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: Alternative flows 
 
In the use case below we also describe some events that are prerequisites for the 
social help usage profile to operate, but factually do not belong to the social help 
usage profile. Some of these steps should be taken care of by the ePortfolio and the 
CDP usage profiles. 
 
Scenario 1: Ad hoc transient community for support to a content 
related question 
 
Description 
Suppose we have a Community on Psychology with a set of action A1 - A10. The 
user Philip has registered for this community and has determined that in order to 
meet his goal of getting acquainted with the domain of Psychology he has to study 
A1, A2, A3, A6, A7, A9 and A10. Next, we know that Philip given his working 
experience and prior studies has exemptions for A5 and A6 and has already 
successfully finished A7. Finally, let’s assume that Philip while studying A1 
Quantitative data analysis, runs into problems. He has a problem understanding the 
relations between a number of concepts and as a consequence he is not able to 
complete an assignment. He studies some additional literature and searches the 
learner decides 
to find people 
learner selects 
people 
visualisation of people’s 
information, either from known 
people in the contacts list or from 
unfamiliar others in the network 
learner asks for 
support 
system recommends 
people 
system selects 
people 
learner contacts 
people 
system contacts 
people 
system connects 
people 
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web, to no avail though. Philip is studying on his own and thus out of touch with any 
peer students decides to pose a question to the 'on-line tutor'; he describes the 
general problem and his question.  
 
Below we outline the most extensive flow of events for such a scenario, but omit 
from the flow those events that factually should be dealt with by the ePortfolio, CDP, 
or PDP usage profiles, even when those events include functionality and not just 
data. 
 
This scenario could also be followed for any other type of question or request for 
support and is not restricted to content-related questions. 
 
Actors: Learners and peers, system 
Primary Actors: Learner, system 
Flow of Events 
1. While working for action A1, Philip has difficulty understanding some 
concepts. The resources in the action do not provide sufficient detail or are of 
the wrong level to help Philip in finding the answer himself. He decides to look 
for support. 
2. Philip accesses the support form that is available from the action or the 
community and poses his question in sufficient detail indicating which action 
sprouted the question. 
3. The form provides detailed information on how to phrase his question with 
sufficient detail to allow the system to select suitable peers. 
4. The system determine to which action the question belongs, searches for 
related resources, selects the most suitable peers and invites them to assist 
Philip in finding an answer to his question. 
5. The peers can accept or decline this invitation, giving a reason for this 
decision. 
6. When the peers accept the invitation they indicate how competent they 
perceive themselves. 
7. When the required number of peers has accepted the invitation, the system 
sets up an ad hoc transient community (e.g., forum or wiki) that can be 
accessed only by Philip and the selected peers. The ad hoc community 
contains the question, related documents and a guideline. 
8. The system notifies Philip and the peers that a sufficient number of people 
have accepted and ask them to join, providing access to the ad hoc 
community. 
9. Philip and peers can discuss the question, using the related documents as 
starting point, and jointly reach a solution or answer to the question. 
10. When Philip is satisfied with the answer he can close the discussion, rating the 
answer and the contribution of the peers. 
11. Philip also has the possibility to add the peers to his contact list. 
12. The system archives the ad hoc community. 
 
Model for content related questions: 
Precondition:  A community with a competence profile, competence development 
plan, set of actions and a set of users with their profiles indicating their 
progress with regard to the actions and competence proficiency level. 
Main steps: 1. Philip poses a question 
2. The system determines 
a. the most relevant text fragments 
b. the appropriate actions 
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c. the most suitable peers 
3. The system sets up a collaboration space (wiki/forum) containing 
the question, the text fragments and guidelines. 
4. The system sends invitations to the selected peers to assist. 
5. Philip and the peers discuss and formulate an answer in the 
collaboration space. 
6. If answered (or after a given period of time) Philip closes the 
discussion and rates the answer. 
Postcondition: The answer is stored. 
 
Alternate flow I 
An alternate flow is possible. At step 4 above, the system selects the most suitable 
peers, but in stead of inviting the peers on behalf of Philip, the system present Philip 
with the list of selected peers, together with additional information (profile, 
eportfolio, etc) to allow Philip to choose peers himself. 
The flow of events can stop here, or continue with alternate flow II. 
 
Alternate flow II 
When step 4 is partly replaced by alternate flow I, the system can continue setting 
up the technical infrastructure for the ad hoc transient community and make them 
available to Philip and the peers he selects. 
 
Scenario 2: Finding people 
For the scenario described above a different approach can be taken. It still involves 
setting up an ad hoc transient community, but more initiative is left to the user and 
system involvement is less. 
 
When a learner has a question, the learner can choose whether to contact people 
they already know or look for support by somebody else. Again, there is a choice; 
the learner browses the learning network for other people. Here the user depends on 
availability of user profiles and visualisation of profile relative to the question. Or the 
learner asks the system to choose for him (like described in the first scenario) or 
asks the system to support him in the selection process. In the latter case, either the 
system assist in providing access to users’ profiles like in the Overview usage profile 
or presents visualisation of users’ profiles related to the support request. 
 
Scenario 3: Community formation 
- increase participating by actively connecting persons and creating shared 
experiences and therewith stepwise promoting community formation -  
 
A well-engineer at a small specialised consultancy company is following a series of 
online courses to acquire the required competences on topics such as ‘safety 
measurements: legal and technical’, ‘ soil conditions’, ‘ drill angle and techniques’ 
and alike.  
 
Unfortunately, being from a small company he does not know any peers in the 
network. Nevertheless while studying he is regularly confronted with the need to find 
peers to discuss problems and to work on specific assignments e.g.:  
- Who can help me with the following question: “while studying the allowed 
combinations of type of soil and drill technique, I have arrived at –at least to my 
understanding- an inconsistency in the applicable legislation and the optimal 
technique. Who can help me to answer this? 
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- For the course ‘safety measurements: legal and technical’ I have to do a small 
research project and to write an essay together with a peer. Who can help me? 
 
Typical aim: Establish a community. 
Typical users:  Individual user trying to establish a community of peers with a 
shared interest. 
 
Actors: learner, peers, system 
Workflow:  
1. The user opens the social help and launches the ‘ask-us’ and formulates his 
question.  
2. ‘Ask-us’ reacts with the choice to contact one of e.g. (1) a list of known 
contacts for this person, (2) a list of last contacted by this person; (3) a list 
with users with matching profiles related to this person (4) a network 
visualization of ongoing related contacts (4) automatically contact the “best” 
peer. 
3. The user selects one or more of the people from the list and browses their 
profiles. When you found a suitable person, he can contact them, either by 
using one of the communication facilities provided by the system, or via the 
contact details provided in the portfolio (email, telephone, street address). 
4. The user sets up a communication facility (or request the system to do that) 
and invites his contacted persons to participate in the community. 
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Most important activities in this usage profile + related actions 
Activity Relation actions 
Ask question Access support form 
Complete support form 
Select suitable peers Determine action 
Determine support context 
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Select relevant peers, using selecting criteria relevant 
for the support context 
Retrieve relevant documents 
Invite suitable peers Send out invitation 
Accept/decline 
Notify user and peers 
Set up ad hoc transient 
community 
Set up wiki 
Provide access to wiki to selected peers 
Add relevant documents to wiki 
Add question to wiki 
Add guidelines to wiki 
Discussing problem Create entries in forum/wiki 
Formulate answer 
Discuss answer 
Rate contributions 
Rate peers 
Socializing Add peers to list of contact or friends  
 
In particular some important activities from the ePortfolio usage profile are 
mentioned below. Part of the data required is supplied by CDP, PDP and Follow 
course. Without these data the Social help usage profile is hard to implement. 
activity Related actions 
Describing oneself Create profile 
Update profile 
Update portfolio Add evidence to eportfolio, both by system as user. 
Define public and private areas and data in eportfolio. 
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Importance of PCM elements in this usage profile 
 creat
e 
sea
rch 
View 
ratings 
Rate Share forum People 
/ Chat 
Mark as  
complete 
Proficiency 
level of 
learner 
Direct 
accessible**
Community -- -- ++ ++ -- ++ ++ ++ ++  
Competence 
profile 
-- -- ++ ++ -- ++ ++ ++ ++  
Competence - + ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
Competence 
developmen
t plan 
- + ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
Action -- + ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
User  ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
Assessment        ++ ++ ++ 
Resource - ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
 
 wiki 
Community ++ 
Competence 
profile 
++ 
Competence ++ 
Competence 
development 
plan 
++ 
Action ++ 
Resource ++ 
* = the difficulty level of the element in relation to the proficiency level of the 
learner, which should enable the learner to select elements that match their current 
proficiency level 
** indicates whether the element should be directly accessible = searchable as 
opposed to only being accessible through the element one step higher in the 
hierarchy
 Name of Deliverable 
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i See D2.2 
ii D2.2 Updated use case models and underlying vision documents and pedagogical model definitions 
;http://dspace.ou.nl/handle/1820/1152 
